8101M User Guide

Flash Button
For answering call waiting.

To Answer a Call Waiting Tone:
1. Press <Flash>. You will hear three short bursts of tone followed by a steady dial tone. Your present call is now on hold.
2. Dial the Hold code #1. You are now connected to the waiting call.

Message Light
A red light that flashes when a message has been left for you.

Ringer Volume Control
A 3-position switch to control the volume of the ringer. Slide it up for a louder ring, down for a quieter ring.

Tone Selector (Fast or Slow)
- For selecting one of two tone ringer modulation rates (fast or slow).

Tone Selector (High or Low)
- For selecting one of two tone ringer frequencies (high or low).

To select a personalized ringing pattern:
- The tone selector labeled HI-LO will help you select one of the two tone ringer frequencies. Slide the tone selector to HI for a higher frequency. Slide the tone selector to LO for a lower frequency.
- The tone selector labeled FAST-SLOW will help you select one of the two tone ringer modulation rates. Slide the tone selector to FAST for a faster modulation rate. Slide the tone selector to SLOW for a slower modulation rate.
- The 3-position switch on the side of your telephone allows you to control the volume for the tone ringer. Slide it up (away from you) for a louder ring. Slide it down (toward you) for a quieter ring.